CONNECT TO YOUR TRUE PASSIONS FOR ULTIMATE FULFILLMENT
TRANSITIONING INTO A NEW CAREER CAN BE VERY CHALLENGING. THERE ARE
MANY UNKNOWN VARIABLES AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS.

Mustafa Ammar is here to help you to make your next
career transition as smooth as possible and the perfect fit
for you! A proud Egyptian and global citizen, his passions
have led him around the world to live on five continents
and speak seven languages. Mustafa has mastered the
practical and spiritual steps needed to avoid getting stuck
in a career or in any other area of life, and to pursue a
fulfilled existence.

A respected pharmacist, a prized global diplomat in China,
Malawi and the UN, and a multinational infrastructure
banking expert, Mustafa Ammar has in-depth experience
in multiple careers and has developed the blueprint to
help his audiences connect to their true passion and find
their ultimate fulfillment. He is a sought-after presenter
and the author of the soon-coming book: The Passion
Project, Build The Career That You Were Born to Have &
Find Your Life Purpose.
Mustafa is available to speak to corporate, universities,
academies, alumni, institutes, professionals,
entrepreneurs, businesses, leadership conferences,
personal development, religious organizations, etc.

DreamCareer@ThePassionMBA.com

Connect Your Employee's Gift and Talents- The Power of Cross
Departmental Rotation in Building Resilient Corporations
Winning Teams Use the 70/30 Formula. The Powerful Combination
of Specialists and Generalists to Solve Complicated Problems
Rebuild Your Life and Career on Your Passions- Mustafa’s 3
Powerful Steps to Find the Career You Were Born For
Use Personal Faith to Discover the Path of Greatest Fulfillment and
to Define Your Future Career
The Influence of a Generalist- Build on Your Expertise to Create a
New Opportunity. How a Fearless Career Shift Can Stand Out in a
Specialized World. (Additional Speaking Topics)

“Mustafa’s unique methodology will help you to find your dream career or build
your dream business. With Mustafa’s directions you can achieve your goals and
live your dreams."
Che Brown. (Host of The Happy Entrepreneur Show)
“Mustafa has the ability to take challenging situations and turn them into
productive opportunities. I highly recommend Mustafa!"
Chris Smith. (Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank -AIIB)
“Mustafa brought out the best in me, deciphering all the prime aspects of my
abilities to help enrich my professional journey- connecting an execution plan
that is perfectly aligned with my talents.”
Bilal Ahmed (Entrepreneur & Growth Marketer)
Incredible team player- so knowledgeable and offers a fresh perspective. His
objective and critical eye helps audiences to decipher their best direction within
and without their particular field of interest.
(Ricardo Rico- Director Investment Funds at Inter-American infrastructure Finance
Corporation- CIFI)
Coming toward the end of my MBA I felt lost as to my direction. Mustafa’s clear
steps were an absolutely game changer and helped me to formulate my best
career path.
Mike Blair. (Innovation Consultant at Plexal).

+1 240 543 2529

